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This research is concemed with a new technology for the recognition of traffic sign from a 
motion picture using search region limits genetic algorithms (denoted simply by GA). Though 
former image pattem recognition has chiefly been studied only for an individual object， itis an 
advanced direction to recognize the object from a motion picture， along with the development of 
the visual system of the robot. However， itis generally difficuIt to recognize a specific object仕om
scene image. Because there exist many other objects and unexpected objects expect a target in an 
image， and also， a degree of freedom for a relative position between a target and a video becomes 
large. In this paper， a new method is developed to recognize a traffic sign of a circle shape in a 
motion picture by application of GA. In order to recognize the specific object from a motion 
picture， itis necessary to separate the object仕ombackground. However， ifthe object is a traffic 
sign， itis difficult to separate with this sign from the scene image. Generally， inthe detection of a 
traffic signラthereare many degrees of仕eedomfor both size and background in the image. Then， a 
traffic sign must be explored in such difficult conditions. In this study， a new recognition method is 
proposed which detect a traffic sign by using a search region limits GA. 
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(a) Original image 
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を1単位とし，100， 95，・・・， 65[ %]のいずれかと
する.式 (5-1)における各パラメータの範囲を次
に示す.
Xk E [0， 255] 
Yk E [0， 127] 






£めit 7bit 3bit 
GAのパラメータ(個体数，淘汰率，突然変異率，世
代交代数)をTable2に示す.
Table 2 Parameters of GA 
Number of individual 20 
Selection rate 0.5 
Mutation rate 0.1 

















( a)Search model (b) Search image 











Fig.8 Under search by SGA 


























Brightness of traffic sign 
Number of traffic sign pixel 
Brightness of background 




























(a) Locus in position of the traffic sign 
@ [@011; 
(b) n-1 time image (c) n time image 
Fig.10 Limitation method of the search region 

































(c)適応度 :0万 (d)適応度:0.86 
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